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We’ll be working with @officialga to make Dublin’s @CrokePark a technologically advanced #SmartStadium. tinyurl.com/vkqm89

How is @LincolnUniNZ keeping up? By investing in infrastructure that gives them an efficient and reliable network solution. #ICT tinyurl.com/yh0vkze

Our digital platform for smart city construction is built on the same principle as a Rubik’s cube. Huawei’s Chief Digital Transformation Officer, @edwindrinder shares how. tinyurl.com/w6uxn

Visualizing
We strive to leverage our expertise to connect the world and nurture the technology leaders of tomorrow. #EducationDay  youtube.com/watch?v=RvUKKW...

HUAWEI

CONNECTIVITY TO BRIDGE THE DIGITAL DIVIDE
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Kindness is ever the begetter of kindness. #NationalComplimentDay

KINDNESS IS CONTAGIOUS

#NationalComplimentDay
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#DYK #AI can detect when articles are also developed by artificial intelligence. This could end up protecting honesty & integrity in journalism.

tinyurl.com/ueekyg
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2 years after its launch, the #P20Pro still holds up! Hear why @seebuuk thinks this handset is just as lovable as it was in 2018.

Huawei P20 Pro | Still good in 2020?
Re-reviewing the Huawei P20 Pro in 2020, a full two years following the original launch and just ahead of...  youtube.com
For #WiFi without interruptions, smart roaming and seamless surfing, check out Huawei's new #PremiumWiFi solution.

BBC StoryWorks brings you the real story of #Huawei Founder & CEO #RenZhengfei. It's a 30-year journey marked with many #challenges and culminating in the company's transformation into a global tech leader. Watch now.

Whether it's storage, battery life, or security, the optimiser app helps you get the best performance out of your phone, no matter what. Watch to find out how! #EMUITips #HuaweiMobile

One Click to clean all junk files
A watch that meets your needs and suits your style no matter the occasion? Yes please! #WatchGT2

@saysdotcmo says the Huawei MateBookD15 ticks all of the boxes when it comes to practicality, performance and aesthetics. With flagship performance at an affordable price, it's kind of hard to resist!

Want A Budget Laptop With Good Performance? The HUAWEi MateBoo... It's the ideal choice!

@says.com
We hope to turn #IntelligentCities into a reality in 2020. Huawei's Eric Xu shares the three pillars for creating a fully connected, intelligent world.

Blazing a Trail for Intelligent Cities: Building a Digital... Intelligent Cities will bring enormous opportunities to improve governance, benefit citizens, and help... huawei.com

#HuaweiXLabs and @NetEaseOfficial teamed up to improve the user experience of cloud gaming through #5G. Find out how.

Cloud Gaming Experience Model (Cloud gMOS) White Paper
Cloud Gaming Experience Model (Cloud gMOS) White Paper describes cloud gaming service experience evaluation, including the requirement... huawei.com

Happy National #ComplimentDay! To celebrate, give a compliment to someone who has inspired you or made your day.

KINDNESS IS CONTAGIOUS
#NATIONALCOMPLIMENTDAY

huawei.com
This International Day of Education, we're celebrating the many ways learning can empower the children of the world. #EducationDay
https://tinyurl.com/uc7nzaa

Welcome to the intelligent era! Register for our free webcasts or meet us onsite to see how our new intelligent campus solutions #HiCampus and intelligent data center solutions #HiDC transform enterprise business.
#HuaweiMWC #MWC20 https://tinyurl.com/um8o6jy
Technology should not be a privilege, but a right granted to everyone. Hear Huawei Deputy Chairman #KenHu talk about how Huawei’s #TECH4ALL campaign aims to bring digital skills to everyone all around the world. #WEF2020 https://tinyurl.com/sztgxd6